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2 – Fishing Flashes

President’s Meage

Welcome Aboard New Members!

Welcome to the Club 

Rob and Erin Hyder

Your President recommends the following:  Breakfast Meeting

Since the very beginning over 20 years ago HR& RC has been a local club 
oriented toward Huntington Harbour. Members must be active fisherpersons 
who either live within one half mile of the Harbour or regularly use the Harbour 
as a point of departure for their sportfishing activities.

Given the local nature of our club and the fact that most of our membership fishes 
from our privately owned boats, the original board decided that it would be a good 
idea to establish a weekly informal breakfast meeting. 

This weekly meeting ran for many years with an average attendance 0f 10 to 15 
members, enough for a lively discussion. Recently, the attendance has dropped 
significantly.  

There has never been an agenda. The discussion usually starts with the quality of 
current local fishing, locations of the current "bite" and then branches into Boats, 
boat maintenance, boat repair, tackle, Electronics, weather, which mechanics and 
boat maintenance people are doing excellent work, politics, local news and other 
topics of interest to fishermen.  It has  been a good place for boat owners looking 
for crew to meet other members. Club tournament chairpersons have found it a 
good place to recruit tournament participation.

We meet Thursday mornings at Harbor House Cafe. on PCH (across from Peters 
landing and next to the water tower).  7:30 AM is the starting time and the 
meeting adjourns around 9:00AM .
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What's Happening

On August 5, 2015, Harbour Ocean Preservation Enhancement (H.O.P.E) 
released 2482 White Sea Bass from the H.O.P.E grow out pen located in the main 
channel of Huntington Harbour behind the fire station and Huntington Harbour 
Yacht Club.  The fish arrived on May 20, 2015 and were held for 77 days.  Hope 
president Bob Hetzler reports that the fish eat 749 pounds of food during the 
holding period and the released fish weighted about 538 pounds in aggregate 
when counted about a week prior to release.  Bob also reports that, this batch ties 
the H.O.P.E record for growth established in 2009.  Due to the success of this 
grow out, another batch of 1500 fish were received on August 17.

The HRRC board wants to congratulate Bob and the other H.O.P.E volunteers on 
another remarkably successful grow out of this highly regarded and elusive game 
fish.
Please, remember to turn in any heads of White Sea Bass caught at Mariner 
Point Fuel Dock.  This helps the scientists at Hubbs Sea World Research 
Institute track and document previously tagged fish.

****************************************************************

Don't miss the Against 
The Wall Breakwater 
Tournament

September 18th at 6:00 
p.m. to September 19th
at 6:00 a.m.

To sign up contact Dave 
Frazier at 714-907-7167

Join us for the seminar at 
the HHYC on September 
17th at 6:30 p.m.
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Friday night the Harbour Rod and Reel Club out of Huntington Harbour departed on an 
overnight trip aboard the Triton. Charter master Paul Haase arrived early to enjoy the cartoon music 
and free beer samples at the restaurant adjacent to the dock. The free parking at the landing was 
ample and all arrived without problem. 

The limited load of 20 anglers allowed for plenty of rail space, room in the galley, and attention for the 
crew. The boat departed the new LA Waterfront Sportfishing and the main concern was if the right 
bait would be available early in the night. After loading up on small anchovies from the San Pedro 
receivers we headed south to catch the bait boat off of the south end of the Long Beach break wall 
with a fresh catch of bait. Much of the overnight fleet from the area was also there, waiting for bait. 

We quickly loaded up on 6 inch sardines and headed to the fishing grounds. We arrived before dawn 
and started fishing before the sun rose, shortly after we began trolling. Our first fish came off of a 
purple cedar plug, a 25 pound yellowfin tuna caught by Jonathan Tso, son of member James Tso. 
Much of the morning was on the slow side till we stopped on some marks that lead to a few more 
yellowfin. The whole sardine and the chunk sardine worked well to entice the sporadic, plunker bites. 
Larger fish were seen crashing bait and a few jumping clear out of the water. 

The vessel stayed away from the flotilla of boats and found fish somewhere within between the east 
end of Catalina and the mainland Dana Point area. As we moved around another fish was hooked on 
the purple cedar plug on the troll. One patty we passed showed the beautiful green color of Dorado so 
a quick cast to the fish resulted in an aerial display and then a 15 pound dodo hit the decks. At the 
same time Johnathan Tso hooked up a large, estimated 70+ BFT on the Flat Fall jig using 30 pound test 
that proved too light after the 2.5 hour battle. 

During the battle we drifted across a school of 15 pound Bluefin tuna then a school of tackle busting 
35 pound Yellowfin resulting in a jackpot fish for Lawrence Johnson. End result was a couple of 
Bluefin tuna, about 10 yellowfin tuna from 25 to 35 lbs., and a 15 pound Dorado. 1st vice president 
Andrew Deal’s prayers were answered as he finally was successful after an estimated 7 fishless 
pursuits over many years for the pelagic fish. Andrew got three firsts, a 25 lb. yellowfin tuna caught 
on the chunk, a Bluefin tuna also caught on the chunk, and a Dorado using the whole lively sardine. 
Yes he did eat the hearts of all three, and then ate a cheeseburger, and then projectile vomited the all 
off the stern. 

2nd VP Paul Haase hooked and landed three nice fish. The trip was just okay as many went fishless or 
heartbroken after long battles. The Triton was a very nice change of pace from the larger vessels we 
tend to overnight on and many found it to be suitable for future trips. The crew and captain had their 
game together although many felt that more chumming at times may have kept the fish near the boat 
and normal concerns that crew should not be fishing. 

The wind kicked up on the way back in for a bouncy ride but no beers were spilled. For a trip that was 
scheduled back in 2014 as a San Clemente Island trip it worked out great taking advantage of the 
remarkable season upon us.

Triton Overnight     by Andrew Deal
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Triton Overnight 
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It started out as a beautiful day with three Amigos leaving the dock to catch Marlin. Ed and 
Betty Martin and me aboard their boat the Retriever. Ed had studied the maps and said he 
thought the best bet was to head out to Santa Barbara Island and fish up toward the 17 mark. 
First lines out rigged with Ed’s homemade lures and Betty was on the Marlin. Next bite went to 
Ed and then Dan. Short while later Betty was on another one. The two days of fishing produced 
4 leader, two off broken hooks (one straightened the hook and one broke the hook at the base) 
one blind strike that got off and one strike that frayed the line and swam off to be caught 
another day. Eight hooked and 4 brought to te leader and Ed was heard to say “he has never in 
his 125 years as a fisherman seen such an epic catch in California water.”

We fished with five lines each with a different color and all made by Ed. Every lure was hit by a 
Marlin regardless of each having a different color and design. I have been out with Ed and 
Betty several times and am beginning to believe the Ed has learned to talk to the Marlin. In all 
our trips together we have always caught fish. Betty is leading the club in Marlin caught and 
Ed is leading us to the Marlin.

Some kind words for the Captain of the Container Ship we saw off Santa Barbara Island. Betty 
had been on the fish for one and one half hour and Ed was waiting for leader and I was on the 
wheel when I saw a ship heading directly for us. I hailed the ship and relayed that we had been 
on the fish for hours and would lose it if we were to make way for his ship. The Captain 
responded that he would steer 10 degrees port so as to avoid making us lose the fish. Forty five 
minutes a beautiful marlin was released.

Of note Ed will be conducting a seminar on the history of fishing and his collection of fishing 
gear dating back to a few years before most thought fishing gear was in existence. Stay tune for 
the date. Ed also gives a seminar on Marlin fishing and it is one not to be missed. Let’s 
encourage him to do it again. 

Fishing for Marlin by Dan Ward
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Club Hook Ups 

Scot Campbell 
and son Luke 
fish with 
friends and get 
some great 
hook-ups!

D Summers gets two big 
ones back to back.  The 
Calico weighs 6lbs 9oz 
and the Sand Bass was 
5lbs 15oz.
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Club Hook Ups

Mark Mejia brings a big 
one home to Dad.

I received one of my favorite phone calls from Ron Levin, “let’s go fishing tomorrow.” Three 
Amigos and fellow HRRC club members Ron Levin, Mark Mejia, and I left that beautiful 
August morning to the fishing grounds near the Horse Shoe Kelp. The seas were calm the 
day was picture perfect and the fish were biting. We put nine monsters on board and 
decided there was no more room in the boat so we left for home with a feeling that it 
doesn’t get better than this day.    - Dan Ward
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HRRC 2015 Leader Board
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16835 Algonquin Street #281 
Huntington Beach, CA 92649

Oct. 3  
New Member Social

5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Miller House

Upcoming Events

Sept 18 - Sept 19
Up Against The Wall
Fish 6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

RSVP Dave Frazier at 
714-907-7167   
lbsred3@aol.com

RSVP Norma Miller 
norma@milleraccountancycorp.com 
714-812-6490

Oct. 25
Kids Fishing Derby

7 a.m. - 2 p.m.

RSVP Andrew Deal
831-331-5614
andrewdealoutdoors@gmail.com
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						Leader Board								9/8/15

														# Max line wt. 30 lb/15 kg

						Barracuda  4(kg)

		Date		Angler		A/Jr.		Line Test (kg)		Weight		Point Basis		Total Points

		8/4		Victoria Sabatino		Jr		15		8.50		0.26		2.21

						Bonita  4(kg)

		Date		Angler		A/Jr.		Line Test (kg)		Weight		Point Basis		Total Points

		1/24		Reel Cast Woolsey		Jr.		6		2.50		0.66		1.65

		2/16		Rob Henson		A		15		6.44		0.26		1.67

						Calico Bass  6(kg)						Min. fish weight - 5 lb.

		Date		Angler		A/Jr.		Line Test (kg)		Weight		Point Basis		Total Points

		7/12		D. Summers		A		10		6.56		0.60		3.94

						Halibut  6 (kg)

		Date		Angler		A/Jr.		Line Test (kg)		Weight		Point Basis		Total Points

		4/12		Matt Zimmerman		Jr.		10		28.60		0.60		17.16

						Sand Bass        4(kg)

		Date		Angler		A/Jr.		Line Test (kg)		Weight		Point Basis		Total Points

		7/5		Saylor Woolsey		Jr.		6		2.25		0.66		1.49

		7/12		D. Summers		A		10		5.94		0.40		2.38

						Trout

		Date		Angler		A/Jr.		Line Test (kg)		Weight		Point Basis		Total Points

		1/30		Dennis Deal		Jr.		na		1.60		1.00		1.60

		1/30		Andrew Deal		A		na		6.16		1.00		6.16

		2/22		Paul Hasse		A		na		1.78		1.00		1.78

		7/17		Rob Henson		A		na		2.29		1.00		2.29

		7/18		Marilyn Henson		A		na		3.64		1.00		3.64

												#Max line wt. - 30 lb/15 kg

		First Flag: Retriever				Tuna  10(kg)						Min. fish weight - 10 lb

		Date		Angler		A/Jr.		Line Test (kg)		Weight		Point Basis		Total Points

		6/20		Rob Henson		A		15		33.00		0.66		21.78

		7/21		Wendy Tochihara		A		25		69.30		0.00		#Disqualified

		7/25		Curtis Woolsey		A		4		24.94		2.50		62.35

		7/27		Tony Sabatino		A		6		24.70		1.66		41.00

		8/7		Ed Martin		A		15		35.5		0.66		23.43

		8/8		Yvette Woolsey		A		15		36.94		0.66		24.38

		8/9		Luke Campbell		Jr		10		37.70		1.00		37.70

		8/9		Scot Campbell		A		10		36.20		1.00		36.20

		First Flag: Magellan				White Sea Bass  8 (kg)

		Date		Angler		A/Jr.		Line Test (kg)		Weight		Point Basis		Total Points

		6/5		Scot Campbell		A		6		26.00		1.33		34.58

		6/5		Bob Mandic		A		10		16.50		0.80		13.20

												*Min. fish wt/Jrs.- 8 lb.

						Yellowtail  10 (kg)						**Min. fish wt - 10 lb.

		Date		Angler		A/Jr.		Line Test (kg)		Weight		Point Basis		Total Points

		2/4		Wendy Tochihara		A		8		30.56		1.25		38.20

		6/5		Scot Campbell		A		6		9.00		0.00		**Disqualified

		6/20		Paul Haase		A		8		5.06		0.00		**Disqualified

		6/26		Ed Martin		A		15		30.38		0.66		20.05

				Marlin High Angler

		Date		Angler		A/Jr.		# Caught

		8/17		Ed Martin		A		1

		8/18		Betty Martin		A		3

		8/18		Dan Ward		A		1

				First Flag: Retriever

				Marlin High Boat

		Date		Boat Name				# Caught

		8/17		Retriever				5
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Bonita  4(kg)
Date Angler A/Jr. Line Test (kg) Weight Point Basis Total Points
1/24 Reel Cast Woolsey Jr. 6 2.50 0.66 1.65
2/16 Rob Henson A 15 6.44 0.26 1.67


           Halibut  6 (kg)
Date Angler A/Jr. Line Test (kg) Weight Point Basis Total Points
4/12 Matt Zimmerman Jr. 10 28.60 0.60 17.16


Trout
Date Angler A/Jr. Line Test (kg) Weight Point Basis Total Points
1/30 Dennis Deal Jr. na 1.60 1.00 1.60
1/30 Andrew Deal A na 6.16 1.00 6.16
2/22 Paul Hasse A na 1.78 1.00 1.78


First Flag:         Tuna  10(kg) Min. fish weight - 10 lb
Date Angler A/Jr. Line Test (kg) Weight Point Basis Total Points
6/20 Rob Henson A 15 33.00 0.66 21.78


First Flag:Magellan                        White Sea Bass  8 (kg)
Date Angler A/Jr. Line Test (kg) Weight Point Basis Total Points
6/5 Scot Campbell A 6 26.00 1.33 34.58
6/5 Bob Mandic A 10 16.50 0.80 13.20


*Min. fish wt/Jrs.- 8 lb.
           Yellowtail  10 (kg) **Min. fish wt - 10 lb.


Date Angler A/Jr. Line Test (kg) Weight Point Basis Total Points
2/4 Wendy Tochihara A 8 30.56 1.25 38.20







6/5 Scot Campbell A 6 9.00 0** 0**
6/20 Paul Haase A 8 5.06 0** 0**
6/26 Ed Martin A 15 30.38 0.66 20.05
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